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Markets	Recap
Commodities, an unlikely frontrunner in recent
years, are on top, while foreign stocks and US
Bonds languish innegative territory so far YTD.

A	New	Tax	Analysis	Tool
In November of 2016 we described a simple asset
location strategy. We rank all the funds on our buy
list by the difference in pre- and post-tax returns
using Morningstar estimates. The funds that give
up the most to taxes go to tax-deferred accounts;
thosewith the least go to the taxable side. Though
this simple location rule is still a good rule of
thumb, a deeper dive reveals that the optimal
location varies depending on factors like tax
bracket while employed and retired, investment
performance, timehorizon, and withdrawal rate.

To	shed	additional	light	on	this	topic,	we	created	a	
software	engine	that	calculates two	sets	of after-
tax	market	values	over	a	custom	period	for	a	
mutual	fund	of	our	choice. In	the	taxable	account,	
mutual	fund	distributions	are	taxed as	they	occur,	
then	reinvested. In the	tax-deferred	account,we	
issue	a	tax	credit	at	inception.	We	assume	a	lump
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sum withdrawal at the end of the analysis with
each taxed appropriately. The analysis engine
allows us to compare total taxes paid depending on
location while also taking account of the
opportunity cost of cash drained off for taxes and
thedifferent tax regimes for a taxable account vs a
tax-deferred account.

In Figure 1 we track a $5,000 investment in one of
our favorite growth funds over the fifteen-year
period ending December 31, 2017. It returned
11.2% on average annually over the period. This is
one of the lowest Federal tax drains of all our buy
list funds, at 0.75% per year. Using conventional
asset location wisdom, this fund goes squarely on
the taxable sideof clientportfolios.
The figure plots taxes (blue) and after-tax market
values (orange). In this example, the location
decision makes very little difference. The taxable
investor nets $21,083; the tax-deferred investor
nets $20,968.Taxes paid in the taxable account

total $2,844. Taxes paid in the tax-deferred
account are $4,814. The tax bill is nearly 70%
larger. Why is this? All distributions in the taxable
account including the liquidating distribution are
taxed at the 15% LTCG rate. The liquidating
distribution from the tax-deferred account is taxed
at the22% ordinary rate.

How does the tax-deferred account keep up? Two
reasons. First, there is an upfront tax deduction for
the initial investment. This allows the tax-deferred
account to put $6,100 to work instead of $5,000.
Secondly, there is no tax drain at each distribution
point as seen with the taxable account. The
liquidating distribution swings the advantage from
a $4,502 advantage for the IRA into a very slim
disadvantageof $116.

We have named this new tool the TIGER platform
(Tax Impacted Growth Estimation Resource) and
think it will bea great addition to the suiteof tools
we have at our disposal to help our clients achieve
their investing goals. Depending on individual
circumstances, we can tweak the inputs to
determine a customized asset location strategy
that will work to suit your individual tax and
investment circumstances.

Click here to see thenumbers behind the charts.
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Figure	1 Timing	was	very	different	for	the	tax	hit	(blue)	in	an	IRA	vs	Taxable

“This	new	tool…will	be	a	great	
addition	to	the	suite	of	tools	we	have	
at	our	disposal	to	help	our	clients	
achieve	their	investing	goals"

https://www.capeanncapital.com/s/CAC-TIGER-Growth-Fund-Dec2017.pdf



